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Your Smart tool for sanitation tracking

SaniVue helps you build
public confidence in shared
spaces. This smart mobile
platform gives users an
instant snapshot of cleaning
routines for shared space
and public assets.

”

Customers who frequent high-traffic areas and use shared
equipment need real-time information about the cleaning
status of said assets and facilities. In response, service
providers like transit agencies, hotels, restaurants, libraries
and schools designed strict new sanitation and safety
procedures — but beyond these practical aspects, they faced
the unprecedented challenge of rebuilding public confidence
around sharing spaces in the wake of COVID-19.
To close the confidence gap, WSP’s SaniVue™ cloud-based
platform provides organizations with the ability to track,
audit, and communicate asset cleaning activity to users in a
timely manner. This innovative tool is the first in the market
and provides continuous data to both the internal and public
audiences. With a glance at the dashboard, users can get a
timely snapshot of how recently their bus, streetcar or hotel
room has been sanitized — empowering them with the
information they need to make informed choices. Database
entries in SaniVue™ are stored securely in the cloud,
complying to the highest global data security and privacy
standards.
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SaniVue

™

BUILD PUBLIC CONFIDENCE

CUSTOMIZABLE

SaniVue™

presents public users hesitant in using
public transit and public facilities with transparent
data about the cleanliness of buildings and assets.

SaniVue™ is a monthly subscription-based smart
solution with features that can be configured and
customized to fit your needs.

EASY TO USE

CENTRALIZED DATA MANAGEMENT

The cloud-based solution is compatible with all
internet-connected smart mobile devices and
does not require you to download or install
complex programs.

SaniVue™ provides agencies convenient and
comprehensive monitoring of cleaning across all
assets as well as the ability to audit the cleanliness
condition of assets and export data.

IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY

CONTACTLESS AND HYGIENIC UPDATES

SaniVue™

Cleaning staff and admins can access SaniVue™
on their personal mobile devices and avoid contact
through shared devices.

provides cleaning staff and
administration with an easily-accessible checklist
of cleaning services required.

Let’s build safer public spaces, together.

A brand you can trust

For more information about SaniVue , visit our website.
To contact an advisor, please email:

The SaniVue™ platform was developed by WSP’s team of
global experts, who advise transit agencies, municipalities,
and billion-dollar private companies around the world. It was
designed by industry leaders who have an understanding of
the challenges involved in optimizing public assets under
uncertain and highly changeable conditions.

TM

Lucy Casacia

Vice President, WSP SmartTM
e: Lucy.Casacia@wsp.com

As trusted advisors, we understand the power of reputation.
That’s why the SaniVue™ platform can be packaged with
your branding, to help make your name synonymous with
transparency, trust and reliability.
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Benefits

